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TO THE LEARNER

Do you like learning kanji? Or do you wish that kanji would disappear from the face o
the earth—or at least from the Japanese language? Well, learning kanji can be fun, if yo
are motivated. And this kanji book was created to motivate you, with practical learnin
methods that really work, and which will enable you to enjoy studying kanji.
The first edition of 250 Essential Japanese Kanji Characters Volume 1 was publishe
in 1993, and Volume 2 was published in 1997. Since then, they’ve been used b
countless learners to master kanji. In these new second editions, we have revised th
books to include all the 410 kanji required for the College Board Advanced Placemen
Japanese Language and Culture Course Exam.

Taking an Active Approach
An important feature of this book is the active approach it takes to introducing kanji. B
using authentic materials, periodic quizzes, and memorization aids, it gradually help
learners acquire the ability to understand and use kanji in natural contexts—that is, i
everyday life.
Another key aspect of 250 Essential Japanese Kanji Characters is the presentation o
authentic materials, for instance the name cards you might receive from people you me
in Japan. We also use photographs, many of which were taken by our foreign student
during their adventures in Japan. The kanji taught here are, clearly, based on everyda
use.
Also, for each kanji we include either etymologies or memory aids, which will hel
students to understand and memorize the kanji systematically. The list of kan
compounds will also help learners understand how new words are created by combinin
the familiar kanji, and to realize the power that mastering kanji offers them.
Each lesson helps you master a new group of kanji, and consists of several sections.

Introductory Quiz introduces some familiar, everyday situations where the kanji
likely to be used.
Vocabulary contains the readings and meanings of the kanji that you’v
encountered in the Quiz.
New Character Grids teach you the kanji systematically, by introducing th
meaning, the basic onkun readings, the etymologies or memory aids, and words, i.
mostly the compound words consisting of the kanji which you’ve already studied.
Practice will help you improve your kanji reading and writing skills.

Advanced Placement Exam Practice Question will test your competence i
reading and writing semi-authentic natural Japanese. These questions reflect th
format of the College Board’s Japanese Language and Culture examination.

We wish to express our gratitude to Koichi Maekawa, Michael Handford, Su Di an
Sandra Korinchak.
The following books were useful in compiling some of the kanji grids: Reika
Gakushū Kanji Jiten published by Shoggakkan, and Kanjigen published by Gakush
Kenkyūsha.
We sincerely hope that this book will help all learners—yes, even you who have bee
stymied by kanji before!—begin to enjoy learning kanji.
Kanji Text Research Group 漢字教材研究グループ
Japanese Language Class 日本語教室
Department of Civil Engineering 社会基盤学専攻
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INTRODUCTION

This book contains 21 lessons introducing 250 kanji. Each lesson focuses on a
everyday situation in Japan.
There is a short explanation of kanji and kana before the lessons begin. You will als
find the Appendices, the On-Kun Index and the Vocabulary Index useful to refer to a
you learn.
A modified Hepburn system of romanization has been used.
Each lesson is composed of the following sections.

1. Introductory Quiz — This section describes situations that you may encounter i
daily life, and is followed by a quiz. By referring first to the words in Vocabulary
you’ll learn the readings and the meanings of the words that are introduced in th
lesson. And by solving the quiz, you will understand the situation that’s presented
Try the quiz again after the lesson, and you’ll find out how much you have learned.

2. Vocabulary — This section contains the readings and meanings of the words used i
the Introductory Quiz . Refer to it when studying the illustrations or taking the qui
The numeral above each kanji indicates the lesson where the kanji is introduced.

3. New Character Grids — This section introduces the kanji of the lesson using Kan
Charts with their meanings, basic on-kun readings, stroke orders, etymologies o
memory-aid hints, and compounds with their English translations.
The compounds essentially consist of newly or previously introduced kanj
(Kanji that are not included in the 500 taught in the two volumes of this series ar
marked with ×.) More important compounds are shown in the upper part of the lis
However, you are encouraged to study those in the lower part of the list as wel
When kana is optionally added to kanji (okurigana), the most common usage
adopted and formal usages are shown in parentheses.

4. Practice — This section provides practice for reading and writing the kanji in th
upper part of the kanji charts. You should use the practice as a final check for th
kanji learned in each lesson. Answers to the practice problems are not provided in th
book.

5. Advanced Placement Exam Practice Question — This section provides a

exercise similar in format to the College Board’s Advanced Placement examinatio
for Japanese Language and Culture. You can try the exercise after each lesson, o
after completing all the lessons.

UNDERSTANDING KANJI

The oldest Chinese characters, the precursors of kanji, originated more than 3,000 year
ago. Originally they were simple illustrations of objects and phenomena in everyday lif
and developed as a writing tool mainly characterized by pictography and ideography
Thus each of the Chinese characters carries its own meaning within itself.
Chinese characters, or kanji, can be classified according to origin and structure int
four categories:
1. Pictographic characters are derived from the shapes of concrete objects.

2. Sign characters are composed of points and lines that express abstract ideas.

3. Ideographic characters are composed of combinations of other characters.

4. Phonetic-ideographic characters are composed of combinations of ideographic an
phonetic elements. Upper parts or righthand parts often indicate the reading of th
kanji. About 90% of all kanji fall into this category.

The Japanese had no writing symbols until kanji were introduced from China in the fift
century. Soon after this, kanji were simplified into phonetic symbols known as hiragan
and katakana. Thus the Japanese language came to be written in combinations of kan
and kana (see page 9).
This kanji-kana writing system is more effective than writing with kana only. As th
written Japanese language doesn’t leave spaces between words, kanji among kana mak
it easier for readers to distinguish units of meaning and to understand the contex
Readers can easily grasp the rough meaning of written text by following kanji only.
Kanji can usually be read two ways. These readings are referred to as on-yomi and kun

yomi. On-yomi is the Japanese reading taken from the original Chinese pronunciation
Kun-yomi is the pronunciation of an original Japanese word applied to a kanji accordin
to its meaning. Hiragana added after kun-yomi readings are called okurigana. Okurigan

primarily indicates the inflectional ending of a kanji, though the last part of the stem
occasionally included in the okurigana.
Most kanji are composed of two or more elements, and parts of one kanji are ofte
found in different compounds in other kanji. Certain commonly shared parts are calle
radicals, or bushu in Japanese. Radicals are used to classify kanji in dictionaries; thus eac
kanji is allocated only one radical. Each radical also carries a core meaning. For exampl
the radical 言 means “word” or “speak.” Therefore the kanji 語 (language), 話 (speak
story), 読 (read), 記 (note down), and 論 (discuss) all have something to do with th
meaning of 言. There are 214 radicals altogether. Some frequently seen radicals are liste
below.
1. 冫 ice
2. 彳 step
3. 女 woman
4. リ knife
5. 广 slanting roof
6. 尸 corpse
7. 禾 grain
8. 糸 thread
9. 門 gate
10. fire

Kanji strokes are written in a fixed direction and order. There are several fundamenta
rules for writing the strokes.
1. Horizontal strokes: from left to right
2. Vertical or slanting strokes: from top to bottom

3. Hook strokes: from top left to right or left bottom

4. The center stroke first, followed by the left and right strokes

5. The outside strokes first, followed by the middle strokes

6. The horizontal stroke first, followed by the vertical stroke (usually followed b
another horizontal stroke)

7. The left-hand slanting stroke first, followed by the right-hand side

As your knowledge of kanji increases, kanji dictionaries become more helpful. Ther
are three ways to refer to a kanji.
1. Look for the kanji by radical in the bushu (radical) index.
2. Look for the kanji by stroke number in the kakusū (stroke number) index.
3. Look for the kanji by pronunciation in the on-kun reading index.

UNDERSTANDING KANA

Japanese Writing Systems
There are four different kinds of characters used for writing Japanese: kanji, hiragan
katakana, and romaji (Roman alphabet). Kanji incorporates meanings as well as sound
Hiragana, katakana, and romaji are phonetic characters that express only sound
However, unlike English, one kana character can be pronounced only one way: 「あ」
or 「ア」 is only pronounced [ a ].
Japanese sentences are usually written with a combination of kanji, hiragana, an
katakana. Katakana is mainly used for foreign words that are adapted to fit Japanes
pronunciation. Kanji appears in nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs. Hiragana
primarily used to show the inflectional endings of kanji (okurigana). Particle
conjunctions, and interjections are mostly written in hiragana. Although hiragana ca
substitute for kanji, a combination of kanji and hiragana is much faster to read. Fo
example, compare these four ways of writing the same information:
Kanji and hiragana: 私は毎朝早く起きます。

出かける前にテレビを見ま

す。
Hiragana only: わたしはまいあさはやくおきます。

でかけるまえにテレビ

をみます。
Romaji: Watashi-wa maiasa hayaku okimasu. Dekakeru mae-ni terebi-o mimasu.
English: I get up early every morning. I watch TV before I leave home.

Japanese Syllabary Chart
Each square in the chart below represents one pronounced syllable.

Additional Katakana
Created with small ァ ィ ゥ ェ ォ ュ

Derivation of Kana
Hiragana and katakana are Japanese phonetic syllabaries developed from kanji in th
eighth century. Hiragana, which are cursive letters, derive from the shapes of entire kan
characters. Katakana, which are combinations of straight lines, derive from various par
of kanji characters. In some cases both hiragana and katakana are derived from the sam
kanji, such as ka, mo, te, yu, ra, and ri, shown below. Kana derived from some of th
kanji introduced in this textbook are also shown.

A SAMPLE KANJI GRID
A sample from the kanji charts is explained below.

① The kanji and its serial number in this textbook.
② Meanings.
③ Readings: kun -readings in hiragana, and on -readings in katakana.
Hiragana following a dot [・う in the sample above] are okurigana.
Readings in parentheses ( ) express euphonic change, i.e., modified readings. [Fo
example, こと、（ごと）]
④ Stroke order.
⑤ Etymology or memory-aid. (The authors have created new derivations for some kan
when the etymology is unclear or confusing.)
⑥ Important compound words, and their readings and meanings.
⑦ Additional compound words, and their readings and meanings.

Note that:
Kanji marked × are not included in the 500 kanji taught in Essential Japanes
Kanji Characters.
Kana in parentheses ( ) in kanji compounds is optional when writing. [Fo
example, 終 (わ) る can be written 終わる or 終る]. Two sets of ( ) appear fo
most nouns derived from compound verbs. The kana in both ( ) or in the former
) only may be omitted, but the kana in the latter ( ) alone cannot be omitted. [Fo
example, 取 (り) 消 (し) can be written 取り消し、取消し、 or 取消、 but no

取 り消.]
＊ indicates exceptional readings.
Small numbers placed above certain kanji in the Vocabulary sections refer t
Lesson numbers in this book.
“ 々 ” is a kanji repetition mark, used like “ 少々 ”, shō shō.

LESSON 1

Living in Japan
日本に住みます

L

ooking for a place to live is one of the most important matters for newcomers t
Japan. Three ways are available to search for apartments or houses: using th
Internet, looking over a real estate lease information magazine, and visiting a real esta
agent. The listings show various kinds of floor plans; among these, the studio and the 1K
(one room, plus kitchen) apartment are the most common. In this lesson, you will lear
some technical terms commonly used when searching for housing.

1 Introductory Quiz

Look at the illustrations below and refer to the words in Vocabulary. Then try th
following quiz.

Which apartment will Ichiro and Kaori choose? Write the appropriate letters (A, B) in th

parentheses.
1. さくらマンション ( )

2. ふじアパート ( )

2 Vocabulary
Study the readings and meanings of these words to help you understand the
Introductory Quiz.
1. 広い
2. 交通
3. 生活
4. 便利な

ひろい
こうつう
せいかつ
べんり な

hiroi
kōtsū
seikatsu
benri na

spacious
transportation
living
convenient

5.

〜じょう

~jō

counter for tatami mats

6. 家賃
7.

やちん

yachin

rent (house)

かんり ひ

kanrihi

maintenance fee

8.
9. 礼金
10.

しききん
れいきん
かならず

shikikin
reikin
kanarazu

deposit
key money
surely

11. 身分証明書
12. 南向き
13.

みぶん しょう めい しょ
みなみむ き
ひあ たり

mibunshōmeisho
minamimuki
hiatari

identification card
facing south
sunshine

14.

りょうこう

ryōkō

good

16. 私

こうえん
わたくし／わたし

kōen
watakushi/watashi

park
I

17.

よる

yoru

night

15.

3 New Characters

Twelve characters are introduced in this lesson. Use the explanations to help yo
understand and remember the characters. Study the compound words to increase you
vocabulary.

広交活利家賃理礼身向好私
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